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A vortex lattice ratchet effect has been investigated in Nb films grown on arrays of nanometric Ni triangles,
which induce periodic asymmetric pinning potentials. The vortex lattice motion yields a net dc voltage when
an ac driving current is applied to the sample and the vortex lattice moves through the field of asymmetric
potentials. This ratchet effect is studied taking into account the array geometry, the temperature, the number of
vortices per unit cell of the array, and the applied ac currents.
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Feynman used, in his Lectures on Physics,1 a ratchet to
show how anisotropy never could lead to net motion in an
equilibrium system. Since then, asymmetric sawtooth poten-
tials are called ratchet potentials and, in general, a device
with broken inversion symmetry is called a ratchet device.
The ratchet effect occurs when asymmetric potentials induce
outward particle flow under external fluctuations in the lack
of any driving direct outward forces. The ratchet effect
changes an ac source in a dc one. Ratchet effect spans from
Nature phenomena to laboratory fabricated devices. In a
ratchet, the energy necessary for net motion is provided by
raising and lowering the barriers and wells, either via an
external time-dependent modulation, for example an ac cur-
rent injected in a superconducting film with asymmetric pin-
ning centers,2 or by energy input from a nonequilibrium
source, such as a chemical reaction, as for instance in bio-
logical motors.3 During the past years, ratchet effect has
called the attention of many researchers. A state of the art on
the related topics Brownian motion and ratchet potential
could be found in Ref. 4.
The use of ratchetlike pinning potentials in superconduct-
ors has been the subject of theoretical approaches which
deal with very different topics, for instance, to remove
flux trapped in superconducting devices,5 fluxon optic,6
logic devices,7 etc. From the experimental point of view,
some progress has been reported related to superconducting
circuits,8–10 and very recently vortex motion ratchet effect
has been reported in superconducting films with artificially
fabricated arrays of asymmetric pinning centers.2 In the
present paper, we will address some of the properties of
this superconducting ratchet effect. We will explore the
dependence of the ratchet with the applied alternating cur-
rent, the array shape, the temperature, and the number of
vortices per array unit cell. We will show that periodic
asymmetric potentials are crucial to produce the ratchet
behavior, that the effect is enhanced decreasing the tempera-
ture, and finally, that the effect decreases when the applied
magnetic field snumber of vortices per unit cell of the arrayd
increases.
The paper is organized as follows: First, we will summa-
rize some results on the behavior of vortex lattice on artifi-
cially induced pinning potentials. After this, we will present
the fabrication method and main characteristics of the films.
Finally, the experimental ratchet effect results will be
showed and discussed.
The dynamics of vortex lattice on artificially induced
symmetric pinning potentials has received a lot of attention
during past years. Different shapes of pinning centers and
arrays, and different materials have been explored from the
experimental as well as the theoretical points of view. As it
has been shown,11 the dc magnetoresistance of superconduct-
ing thin films with periodic arrays of pinning centers show
minima when the vortex lattice matches the unit cell of the
array. These minima are sharp sstrong reduction of the dissi-
pationd and equal spaced stwo neighbor minima are always
separated by the same magnetic field valued. In the case of
square arrays of nanostructured pinning centers, minima ap-
pear at applied magnetic fields Hm=nsF0 /a2d, where a is the
lattice parameter of the square array and F0=2.07310−15
Wb is the magnetic flux quantum. Hence, the number of
vortices n per array unit cell can be known by simple inspec-
tion of the dc magnetoresistance RsHd curves, in which the
first minimum corresponds to one vortex per unit cell, the
second minimum to two vortices per unit cell, and so on.
Moreover, the ratio between the dimension of the pinning
center and the superconducting coherence length governs the
maximum number of vortices that could be pinned in each
one of the magnetic centers.12 Therefore, we know, for se-
lected values of the applied magnetic field, how many vorti-
ces are per unit cell and where they are, this is, if they are
interstitial vortices or vortices in the pinning centers. Other
interesting effects induced by these periodic potentials on the
vortex lattice behavior are changes in the vortex lattice
symmetry,13 channeling effects in the vortex motion,14 and
effects related to the interplay between these artificial peri-
odic pinning centers and the intrinsic random pinning centers
of the sample.15 Concerning the pinning mechanisms and the
magnetic state of the pinning centers, it has been reported16
that, in our samples sNb thin films with arrays of very thin Ni
magnetic pinning centersd, the pinning mechanisms are the
result of the interplay among different magnetic mechanisms.
The magnetic state of the Ni pinning centers has been
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checked by magnetic-force microscopy experiments,17 which
show that the magnetization in the Ni triangles is in-plane
aligned. For the magnetotransport experiments reported here,
the applied magnetic field is always perpendicular to the film
plane, and its value is much smaller than the magnetic field
needed to change the in-plane magnetization,17 which there-
fore remains invariable during our experiments. Some ex-
perimental work related to the dependence of pinning
mechanisms on the magnetization of the pinning centers has
been reported for instance by Morgan and Ketterson18 and
Van Bael et al.19 In the former case the pinning centers, thick
Ni dots, completely perforated the Nb film and had perpen-
dicular magnetization. The latter authors change the
magnetic state of the Co dots applying a magnetic field
parallel to the superconducting Pb film plane. Finally, an-
other point that is worthwhile to notice is the number of
vortices that could be pinned in the pinning centers, and
whether they exist as multiple-quantized vortices or in single
vortex states. Regarding the first topic, Hoffmann et al.12
have experimentally studied the number of vortices per array
unit cell and per pinning site, taking into account the
dots size and the unit cell parameters in Nb film with Ni
arrays of different dot sizes. Concerning the single vortex
states vs. multiple-quantized flux lines, in the case of super-
conducting thin films with arrays of holes santidotsd, it is
generally assumed that multiquanta vortices appear.20 Theo-
retical calculations for mesoscopic superconducting flat
samples with triangular shapes, for example, have also
showed that in some cases multiquanta vortex configurations
are energetically favorable.21 However, so far we know, there
are not calculations that matches our situation, i.e., a trian-
gular magnetic pinning trap covered by a superconducting
thin film.
Electron beam lithography, magnetron sputtering and ion
etching techniques are used to fabricate Nb thin films
s100 nm thicknessd grown on arrays of Ni triangles of thick-
ness 40 nm. Sis100d is used as substrate. A cross-shape pat-
terned bridge of 40 mm wide allows us injecting current into
the sample. More fabrication and characterization details
have been reported elsewhere.2
Figure 1 shows the dc voltage drop Vdc measured along
the x axis due to the ac current density J=Jacsinsvtd
sv=10 kHzd injected along the x axis in two samples A, Fig.
1sad, and B, Fig. 1sbd, with different arrays and with one
vortex per unit cell. Although the samples are quite different
the experimental results are similar. In summary, the ac cur-
rent density yields an ac Lorentz force on the vortices that is
given by FW L=JW 3nWf0 swhere nW is a unitary vector parallel to
the applied magnetic fieldd, but the time averaged driving
force on vortices is kFLl=0. From the expression for the
electric field EW =BW 3vW swith BY the applied magnetic field and
vW the vortex-lattice velocityd, we get that the dc voltage drop
Vdc measured along the direction of the injected current is
proportional to the average vortex-lattice velocity kvl in the
direction of the ac driving force; in particular Vdc= kvldB
swhere d is the distance between contacts and B the applied
magnetic inductiond. For an ac current input sor ac driving
forced, the output is a nonzero dc voltage Vdc. This means
that a net vortex lattice flow skvlÞ0d arises from the ac
driving force skFLl=0d, what shows that the array of Ni tri-
angles induces a ratchet potential landscape for the vortex
lattice. The magnitude of Vdc output depends on the ampli-
tude of the ac current input Jac: Vdc peaks as a function of the
ac input amplitude. This behavior agrees with results ob-
tained from numerical simulations of vortex dynamics in
asymmetric potentials.22 As the ac amplitude increases, the
net velocity increases monotonically from zero up to the
maximum value. From this point the effect progressively
smears out as stopping forces become negligible in compari-
son with the ac drive amplitude.
The inset of Fig. 1sbd shows the same experiment for
sample B, but now the dc voltage drop Vdc is measured along
the y axis. This voltage is due to the ac current density
J=Jacsinsvtd injected along the y axis. In sample A the dc
signal is zero along the y axis,2 while in sample B the dc
voltage shows similar values than in the perpendicular direc-
tion fFig. 1sbdg. The ratchet effect along y axis vanishes in
the A sample because the vortex lattice is flowing on an array
of symmetric periodic potentials. However, in sample B the
FIG. 1. sad Vdc output versus ac input amplitude Iac for sample
A, with current injected along x axis, at T=0.989Tc and applied
magnetic field H=32 Oe sn=1d. Inset: Sketch of the array of tri-
angles and their sizes for sample A. sbd Vdc output versus ac input
amplitude Iac for sample B, with current injected along x axis at
T=0.984Tc and applied magnetic field H=54 Oe sn=1d. Upper in-
set: Vdc output versus ac input amplitude Iac for sample B, with
current injected along the y axis, at T=0.984Tc and applied field
H=54 Oe sn=1d. Lower inset: Sketch of the array of triangles and
their sizes for sample B.
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pinning potential is also asymmetric along the x axis, thus
yielding a ratchet effect along this direction. Although for
sample B the pinning potential is asymmetric along the x and
y directions, these directions are not exactly equivalent, since
the intertriangles distances and triangle sidelengths are not
equal along both directions fsee sketch on Fig. 1sbdg. As has
been recently shown23 the interpinning traps distance is a
very critical parameter for vortex-lattice dynamics, and the
shape and size of the asymmetric pinning traps are also cru-
cial to the ratchet effect and they can strongly modify the
vortex trajectories, as has been shown in numerical
simulations.22 Therefore, the different shapes and slightly
different values observed in the VdcsIacd curves along the x
and y directions in sample B were expected provided the
different pinning landscape existing along the x and y axis. A
more detailed explanation of the particular differences and
features observed in the VdcsIacd curves would require a nu-
meric simulation specific to this pinning potential geometry.
To underline that the asymmetric potential is the main
ingredient of the ratchet effect, we have tested the ratchet
system in the adiabatic limit sv→0d by injecting dc current.
Figure 2 shows the comparison between the ac ratchet effect,
at the highest frequency that is attainable in our experimental
set up sv=10 kHzd, and the pure dc (adiabatic) experiment.
Here the ratchet signal is extracted from dc IsVd curves: after
a dc current is applied, first in the +x−axis VsI+d, and then in
the −x axis VsI
−
d, both curves are subtracted and the net
voltage is V=VsI+d− uVsI−du. We can see from Fig. 2 that the
dc experiment mimics the ac data, that is, the curve shape,
amplitude, and current window where the ratchet effect oc-
curs with ac drive. Moreover, from Fig. 2sbd one can clearly
see that the ratchet effect is observed for ac sor dcd current
amplitudes above the dc critical current. A frequency
dependence of the ratchet effect would be only expected at
much higher frequencies. At high enough frequencies
vortices could travel distances comparable to the separation
a between triangles in the period of the ac drive. As it
was found in numeric simulations, in such regime commen-
surate lock-in transitions should develop, giving raise to pla-
teaus in the VdcsIacd curves and a nonmonotonic dependence
Vdcsvd.22 At very high ac frequency, the travel of vortices
could be even shorter than intertriangles separation, and in
such case no dc signal would develop. All those features are
not observed in our experimental data since, even consider-
ing the net velocity of the vortex lattice, always in the
range 10–100 m/s ssee Figs. 3 and 4d, and the highest at-
tainable frequency in our experiments s10 kHzd, the travel
distance of vortices in a period is about l,v /v*103mm,
much larger than any of the array characteristic lengths
s&1 mmd. Nevertheless, the general trends of our experi-
mental data can be compared to the trends observed in the
numerical simulations in Ref. 22. In this work, it is said
that the adiabatic VdcsIdcd curves embed all VdcsIacd curves
simulated for higher frequencies, as earlier demonstrated.24
That is, even though some features observed only for VdcsIacd
curves simulated at high frequencies are not seen for the
calculation in the adiabatic limit, as for instance the plateaus
due to the lock-in transitions cited above, the overall VdcsIacd
curve at any frequency is contained within the area delimited
below the adiabatic Vdc sIdcd. A clear image of this can be
viewed in Fig. 7sbd of Ref. 22. Therefore, for instance, even
if the frequency range of our experimental data is much
lower than the one used in those numerical simulations, a
qualitative comparison between the temperature dependence
observed in simulations and our experimental data could be
done.
FIG. 2. (Upper panel) ac ratchet effect VdcsIacd for sample A
sblack dotsd, and dc ratchet effect obtained by subtracting
VsI+d− uVsI−du swhite dotsd, at applied magnetic field H=64 Oe, and
T=0.995Tc. (Lower panel) VsI+d and uVsIdc−du at H=64 Oe and
T=0.995 Tc.
FIG. 3. Vdc output versus Jac amplitude input sor equivalent net
velocity v versus ac force amplitude FLd for sample A, with J in-
jected along the x axis, at applied magnetic field H=32 Oe sn=1d
and temperatures s1d T=8.300 K, s2d T=8.265 K, s3d T=8.250 K,
s4d T=8.214, and s5d T=8.170 K. Sample Tc=8.340 K. Inset:
Maximum dc rectification Vdc
max and ac current input at which this is
achieved Jac
max as a function of the reduced temperature T /Tc, for
sample A, with J injected along x axis, at applied magnetic field
H=32 Oe sn=1d.
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Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of the ratchet
effect, in sample A, with the ac current injected parallel to
the triangle basis sx axisd and one vortex per pinning site.
The temperature has several effects on the ratchet behavior:
on one hand, the effect is enhanced, since the maximum
rectification value Vdc
max monotonically increases as tempera-
ture is decreased, and the shape of the peak gets steep. These
trends are illustrated in the inset of Fig. 3. In this inset, the
maximum in the rectification Vdc
max is depicted as a function
of the reduced temperature. As can be seen, Vdc
max grows fast
with decreasing temperature, and afterwards increases more
slowly and finally seems to saturate. This behavior could be
related to the thermal noise,22 which assists vortex motion
through fluctuations, and that washes out potential asymme-
try at temperatures very close to Tc, strongly reducing the
magnitude of the ratchet effect. Thermal noise disappears as
temperature is lowered from Tc, which produces the fast in-
crease in the rectification, while further temperature reduc-
tion has a less pronounced effect. On the other hand, the ac
current amplitude at which the maximum in dc rectification
voltage develops, Jac
max
, is shifted towards lower values as
temperature decreases. This is also shown in the inset of Fig.
3. The origin of the shifting of the VdcsJacd curves is related
to the enhancement of pinning potential with decreasing tem-
perature, which yields higher stopping forces on the vortex
lattice. The value of the critical current increases as tempera-
ture decreases: values for H=32 Oe are around 25 kA cm−2
s1 mA in our bridged at T=0.99 Tc and 100 kA cm−2 s4 mAd
at T=0.98 Tc. These are typical values of critical current in
this kind of patterned Nb films.12,16,25 It is remarkable that
the effect of temperature on our experimental ratchet is very
similar to the one produced by disorder in the array of asym-
metric pinning centers on the simulated ratchet effect calcu-
lated by Zhu et al.22 Curves simulated for higher array dis-
order sFig. 11 of Ref. 22d mimics our experimental curves
for higher temperatures, in the sense that both simulated and
experimental curves get much smoother than the steep
curves experimentally observed at low temperatures ssimilar
to simulated curves for low disorder in the arrayd. According
to this fact, the enhancement of the ratchet effect due to the
decrease of temperature is similar to the one observed in
simulations for higher array order. On the other hand, the
ratchet effect vanishes when the temperature, or the array
disorder, increases. These features in common should be ex-
plored deeper.
Finally, the effects of increasing the applied magnetic
field and its temperature dependence have been studied.
From the filling factor and experimental measurements2 the
maximum number of vortices pin in one triangle is three.
The question of whether or not multiquanta vortices develop
is not clear; the experimental ratchet effect reported here
cannot shed much light into this question since, qualitatively,
a similar behavior could be expected assuming one multi-
quanta vortex or multiple single vortices, at least if we con-
sider that multiple single vortices pinned in the same triangle
move at the same time. This seems a reasonable scenario
given the similar behavior of vsFLd curves for n=1, n=2, or
n=3 ssee Figs. 2 and 4d. The main difference between them
is that increasing the number of vortices the magnitude of
vsFLd is reduced, because the stronger vortex-vortex interac-
tions compete with the pinning potential, smoothing its
asymmetry. A numerical calculation of vortex trajectories to
be compared with experimental results could be helpful in
order to tackle the question of the single or multiquanta vor-
tex states.
Increasing even more the applied magnetic yields intersti-
tial vortices svortices not pinned in Ni trianglesd, what pro-
duces a striking effect.2 The polarity of the ratchet signal
changes when going from three vortices per unit cell severy-
one of the vortices in the trianglesd to four vortices per unit
cell sthe first interstitial vortex appearsd. The reversed polar-
ity of the ratchet is explained because the interstitial vortices
feel a ratchet potential reverse and weaker than the pinned
vortices, since the asymmetry is induced for those by vortex-
lattice interactions. Then a negative signal appears at low
drives since the interstitial vortices move first, because they
need smaller applied force than the pinned vortices to yield a
dc voltage.
Figure 4 shows this behavior for two different tempera-
tures. Again we can notice that decreasing the temperature
the ratchet effect is enhanced for both types of vortices,
although the distortion on the signal shape only appears
in the case of pinned vortices, since they are the vortices
in the ratchet traps, and the interstitial vortices feel
the weaker ratchet effect through the vortex lattice interac-
tion.
In closing, applying an alternating current to a Nb film
growth on Ni arrays with asymmetric pinning potentials
FIG. 4. sUpper paneld For sample A, net velocity of the vortex
lattice v as a function of the ac Lorentz force amplitude FL, for a
frequency v=10 kHz, T=0.979Tc and different numbers of vortices
per unit cell n. sLower paneld For sample A, net velocity of the
vortex lattice v as a function of the ac Lorentz force amplitude FL,
for a frequency v=10 kHz, T=0.989Tc and different numbers of
vortices per unit cell n.
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yields net vortex motion, whose sense is governed by the
asymmetry of the pattern. The most outstanding experimen-
tal facts of this superconducting experimental ratchet are as
follows.
sid The origin of the ratchet effect is the asymmetry of the
potentials that assemble the array.
siid The ratchet effect is monotonically smoothed increas-
ing the temperature.
siiid At constant temperature and driving force, the
ratchet effect reverses and decreases amplitude increasing
the applied magnetic field. That is, the number of vortices
per unit cell of the array and amplitude of the dc ratchet
voltage.
sivd At constant temperature and applied magnetic field,
the ratchet effect vanishes increasing the driving force on the
vortex lattice.
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